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CAIRO: Riyad Mahrez and Sadio Mane will
renew their Premier League rivalry for a sec-
ond time in Egypt, with Africa Cup of Nations
immortality awaiting the victor of today’s
final between Algeria and Senegal.Algerian
star Mahrez was part of the Manchester City
team that edged out Mane’s Liverpool for the
English title last season, grabbing a pivotal
goal on the final day of the campaign.

Liverpool standout Mane, however, is at-
tempting to fulfil his “wildest dream” as one
of just a handful of Africans to win both the
UEFA Champions League and Cup of Na-
tions. For the marquee name in a Senegalese
side ranked top of the continent, and a sur-
prising 46 places above Algeria, the ride to
the final for Mane and the Teranga Lions has
encountered its share of roadbumps.

Two missed Mane spot-kicks, a group
stage loss to Algeria, and the loss of goal-
keeper Edouard Mendy to a broken finger
have tested Senegal’s resolve in their quest
for the Holy Grail of African football. Coach
Aliou Cisse is on a mission for personal re-
demption. He was the skipper of the side
beaten on penalties in the 2002 final, with his
missed kick handing the title to Cameroon.

“Having lost that final, I still have it on my
mind,” said former Paris Saint-Germain and
Birmingham City midfielder Cisse. “What mo-
tivated me to become a coach was to be able
to take Senegal to the final. My players told
me they would do better than my generation.”
A maiden Cup of Nations for his country is a
prize for which Mane readily admitted he
would trade in last month’s Champions

League title.
“I’m ready to even swap a Champions

League for a Cup of Nations. Going to Dakar
with the trophy would be extraordinary. It
would be my wildest dream,” Mane told
France Football ahead of the competition.
Standing in the way, however, is an Algerian
outfit that has undergone a remarkable trans-
formation since the arrival of Djamel Belmadi
as coach a year ago. The Desert Foxes failed
miserably in World Cup qualifying, but the
steely Belmadi has healed divisions in the
squad to lead them to the brink of a first Cup
of Nations triumph since 1990.

‘I’M NOT A MIRACLE WORKER’ 
“To the Algerian people, I want to say I’m

not a politician, not a miracle worker or a
wizard, but that we will fight like we have
fought to this point,” Belmadi said after the
semi-final win over Nigeria. Algeria are the
leading scorers in Egypt with 12 goals, in-
cluding Mahrez’s spectacular last-gasp free-
kick against Nigeria, and haven’t trailed at all
in the tournament.

“Algeria are so well organized, so com-
pact, so ‘Guardiolaesque’ in the way they re-
cover the ball,” opined experienced
international coach Claude Le Roy. “Perhaps
it is the influence of Mahrez.” The Algeria
captain has been in fine form for his country
here, brimming with confidence after helping
City to the domestic treble. “We are very
happy to be in the final of the Africa Cup of
Nations because it is something very spe-
cial,” said Mahrez.

“It was our goal to do it for the people and
for our families. We know they are behind us
all the way. It’s my dream to win the Cup of
Nations.” “It’s going to be another battle
against Senegal,” he added. “We’ve been
very good in this competition. The (Nigeria)
match has given us more confidence for the
final and we’re capable of winning it.” Their

hopes will boosted by the absence of Sene-
gal’s defensive rock Kalidou Koulibaly, whose
yellow card in the semi-final victory over
Tunisia cruelly ruled the Napoli star out of
the final. “It hurts to not be able to play. But
I will be beside my brothers to write history,”
tweeted Koulibaly, the cornerstone of a de-
fense breached just once so far.   —AFP

Mahrez, Mane duel in rematch 
for Africa Cup of Nations glory

CAIRO: Algeria’s forward Riyad Mahrez celebrates his winning goal during the 2019 Africa Cup of Nations
(CAN) Semi-final football match between Algeria and Nigeria at the Cairo International stadium. —AFP

Algerian fans switch
their Friday focus from
politics to football
CAIRO: Algeria’s African Cup of Nations final
against Senegal will mark the climax not only of the
Desert Foxes’ campaign on the field, but of their
fans’ recent political campaign in the stands. In April,
long-standing president Abdelaziz Bouteflika re-
signed after weekly Friday protests against his ex-
pected candidacy for elections, and football fans
have been heavily involved in demonstrations.

When Algeria won their opening group game
against Kenya on June 23, one fan was arrested, de-
ported from Egypt and then jailed for a year after
holding a sign with one of the anti-government
movement’s slogans: “So they all go”. Two others
were also expelled for setting off smoke bombs dur-
ing the match at the 30 June Stadium in Cairo.

During the semi-final victory over Nigeria on
Sunday, the travelling fans chanted verses from ‘La
Casa del Mouradia’ an anthem adapted by the Fri-
day protesters to refer to the Algerian presidential
residence. On Tuesday, as Riyad Mahrez and his
teammates trained, around a hundred faithful sang
a rendition of track ‘La Liberte’ by Algerian rapper
Soolking, which has also been heard on the streets

on a weekly basis during the protests. Demonstra-
tions against 82-year-old Bouteflika, who had been
in power for 20 years, have been held on 21 straight
Fridays since late February and have their roots in
the stands and terraces of football grounds across
the country. A banner displayed at a club match in
2017 depicting the Saudi Arabia’s King Salman and
the US President Donald Trump as ‘Two faces of the
same coin’ sparked a diplomatic incident.

‘CHALLENGE THE ESTABLISHMENT’ 
Mahfoud Amara, a professor of social sciences

and sport management at the University of Qatar,
told AFP the political demonstrations at games trace
their history further back. “Since the 1970s-1980s
stadia have been a place for political expression in
Algeria, maybe more so than other countries where
there are more checks and censorship,” Amara said.
“It’s where you can challenge the establishment, de-
construct the taboos of Algeria.”

The fans, Amara said, “contributed, a little bit, to
the voice of the people at a time when there was a
weariness with the political system”.  The political
activism of fans has made football metaphors such
as “It’s not a match, no to additional time,” and “Peo-
ple 3, Power 0” common on the streets of Algerian
cities. An additional 4,800 Algerians will arrive in
Cairo for the final on military planes organized by
Prime Minister Noureddine Bedoui, who has also
been a target of the demonstrations. —AFP

Friends collide as 
Cisse and Belmadi 
target African crown
CAIRO: They were born a day apart, raised in the
same city and enjoyed prosperous playing careers,
and while both Aliou Cisse and Djamel Belmadi are
now experiencing similar success as coaches, only
one can lift the Africa Cup of Nations in Cairo today.
Cisse was born March 24, 1976 in Senegal, with his
Algerian counterpart arriving in the world the fol-
lowing day, in Champigny-sur-Marne. It was in this
Parisian suburb, where Cisse moved to at the age of
nine, that the pair’s destiny would be shaped.

“He’s an old acquaintance. I say that with great
fondness,” said Belmadi, who broke through into the
professional ranks at Paris Saint-Germain while
Cisse started out with Lille. Despite never playing
on the same team, they graced the same pitches in
France for nearly a decade. The duo made close to
180 Ligue 1 appearances between them across
spells at six different clubs, but it’s in Africa where
their legacy has assumed a greater dimension.

Cisse, captain of the Senegal team beaten in the
2002 Cup of Nations final, got the better of Bel-
madi’s Algeria in qualifying for that year’s World
Cup, but the latter gained revenge in the dugout
here, claiming a 1-0 victory in the group stage, set-
ting up Friday’s decider. The occasion will pit local
coaches against each other in a Cup of Nations final
for the first time in 21 years since Egypt, under the

tutelage of Mahmoud El Gohary, defeated Jomo
Sono’s South Africa 2-0 in Ouagadougou. “It’s much
more complicated when you’re local than when
you’re an expat. It’s up to us (Africans) to have con-
fidence in ourselves, in our boys, in our coaches. Bit
by bit the order is changing,” said Cisse.

‘GREAT MESSAGE’ FOR AFRICA 
“To play this final against my friend, it’s amazing.

I think it’s a great message we’re sending to football
officials in Africa,” added Belmadi. Cisse has carefully
constructed his Senegal team since taking over in
2015, making steady progress that included an ap-
pearance at the 2018 World Cup following a 16-year
absence, and reaching just the country’s second Cup
of Nations final.  As for Belmadi, appointed last year,
he inherited a side in turmoil, undermined by a re-
volving-door policy that saw five coaches come and
go in just two years. They may be on the same path
now, possibly 90 minutes from a continental crown,
but the routes taken to this point vary considerably. 

Spurred on by a desire to atone for the agony of
the 2002 final defeat, Cisse’s only managerial expe-
rience has come at the helm of Senegal. Belmadi, on
the other hand, spent eight years in Qatar, including
a stint with the national team in 2014-15, before
landing with the Desert Foxes. “Cisse is the same as
a coach as he was in his playing career. He’s some-
one very disciplined. Despite his lack of coaching
experience, he’s quickly got results and has consis-
tency in his work, which is also down to his brilliant
career,” said Belmadi. “Djamel is a great tactician, a
very good coach. He’s able to get his team to play
like he wants them to play,” Cisse replied. —AFP


